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Electronics/Computers
A recently developed micro-com-
manding rotational-position-control sys-
tem offers advantages of less mechanical
complexity, less susceptibility to mechan-
ical resonances, less power demand, less
bulk, less weight, and lower cost, relative
to prior rotational-position-control sys-
tems based on stepping motors and gear
drives. This system includes a digital-sig-
nal-processor (DSP)-based electronic
controller, plus a shaft-angle resolver
and a servomotor mounted on the same
shaft. Heretofore, micro-stepping has
usually been associated with stepping
motors, but in this system, the servomo-
tor is micro-commanded in response to
rotational-position feedback from the
shaft-angle resolver.
The shaft-angle resolver is of a four-
speed type chosen because it affords
four times the resolution of a single-
speed resolver. A key innovative aspect
of this system is its position-feedback sig-
nal-conditioning circuits, which condi-
tion the resolver output signal for multi-
ple ranges of rotational speed. In the
preferred version of the system, two ro-
tational-speed ranges are included, but
any number of ranges could be added
to expand the speed range or increase
resolution in particular ranges. In the
preferred version, the resolver output is
conditioned with two resolver-to-digital
converters (RDCs). One RDC is used for
speeds from 0.00012 to 2.5 rpm; the
other RDC is used for speeds of 2.5 to
6,000 rpm. For the lower speed range,
the number of discrete steps of RDC
output per revolution was set at 262,144
(4 quadrants at 16 bits per quadrant).
For the higher speed range, the number
of discrete steps per revolution was set
at 4,096 (4 quadrants at 10 bits per
quadrant).
In the preferred version, there are
position-feedback signal-conditioning
circuits that generate two separate out-
puts. The electronic controller is used
to select the rotational-speed range
along with whichever of the two posi-
tion-feedback outputs is appropriate to
that range. The controller also re-
ceives a speed command through an
RS232 serial interface. This rate com-
mand is converted to a position com-
mand updated at a set frequency —
that is, the position is commanded at
so many steps per unit time to obtain
rotation at a desired speed. Finally, the
controller takes the position command
and the selected position feedback and
implements a proportional + integral +
derivative (PID) control law with a cur-
rent-command output. The current-
command output is fed as input to a
current amplifier that provides power
to the motor. The motor can be a
brushless or a standard brush-type DC
motor.
The main innovative aspect of this sys-
tem is the use of the multiple signal-con-
ditioning circuits with the single resolver
in generating micro-rotation commands
for the motor. The use of the multiple
signal-conditioning circuits increases
the rotational resolution and the dy-
namic range for speed control. The
speed-control dynamic range of this sys-
tem is 5 × 107; a greater dynamic range
could be obtained by adding signal-con-
ditioning circuits for additional speed
and position ranges.
This work was done by Dean C. Alhorn,
David E. Howard, and Dennis A. Smith of
Marshall Space Flight Center, Ken Dutton of
Madison Research Corp., and M. Scott Paul-
son of Mevatech. Further information is con-
tained in a TSP (see page 1).
This invention has been patented by
NASA (U.S. Patent No. 7,081,730). In-
quiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive
license for its commercial development
should be addressed to Sammy Nabors,
MSFC Commercialization Assistance Lead,
at sammy.a.nabors@nasa.gov. Refer to
MFS-31529-1.
Servomotor and Controller Having Large Dynamic Range
A lightweight, compact, mechanically simple system offers high performance.
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The Mission Control Center Voice
Over Internet Protocol (MCC VOIP) sys-
tem (see figure) comprises hardware and
software that effect simultaneous, nearly
real-time transmission of as many as 14
different audio streams to autho-
rized listeners via the MCC intranet
and/or the Internet. The original ver-
sion of the MCC VOIP system was con-
ceived to enable flight-support personnel
located in offices outside a spacecraft
mission control center to monitor audio
loops within the mission control center.
Different versions of the MCC VOIP sys-
tem could be used for a variety of public
and commercial purposes — for exam-
ple, to enable members of the general
public to monitor one or more NASA
audio streams through their home com-
puters, to enable air-traffic supervisors to
monitor communication between airline
pilots and air-traffic controllers in train-
ing, and to monitor conferences among
brokers in a stock exchange.
At the transmitting end, the audio-dis-
tribution process begins with feeding the
audio signals to analog-to-digital convert-
ers. The resulting digital streams are sent
through the MCC intranet, using a user
datagram protocol (UDP), to a server
that converts them to encrypted data
packets. The encrypted data packets are
then routed to the personal computers
of authorized users by use of multicasting
techniques. The total data-processing
load on the portion of the system up-
Digital Multicasting of Multiple Audio Streams
Authorized listeners can hear any or all streams in nearly real time.
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